Technical Data April 06

Glasstrip Original
Protectapeel Glasstrip Original is a weather resistant
strippable protective coating for protecting glass and other
substrates used within the construction industry. The skin
tight ‘plastic’ film will offer resistance to abrasion and
overspray of solvent paints and rendering during the
construction process for periods of up to 6 months.
Glasstrip may also be used to ‘opaque’ glass windows for a
temporary period and also to protect any other sensitive, nonporous surfaces such as tiles, work surfaces, stainless steel
and cladding.
The product is specially formulated to provide good UV
resistance.

and resealing. Alternatively, cut away and re-apply fresh
coating – it will bond to itself.
EXTERNAL WEATHER RESISTANCE - Glasstrip
original is suitable for up to 6 months exposure.
DRYING TIME- A dry film thickness of 0.1mm will be tack
free in approximately 2 hours at room temperature. Force
drying may be used by restricting the surface temperature to
50°C and using maximum air circulation possible.
REMOVAL - The dry film can be easily removed either by
hand stripping or by pressure hose. Do not remove in freezing
conditions as the film may be brittle
COVERAGE - One litre/kilo will cover about 4 Sq M at a
film thickness of 0.1mm (0.004").

COLOUR - Transparent blue as standard, to allow light.
Can be made opaque in specified colours to “blank out”.
HEALTH & SAFETY - The compound is water-borne, nontoxic and non-flammable in the wet state. The dry film can
be disposed of as low hazard. Please see separate Health &
Safety Data.
USE - Strippable coating for masking and protecting glass
windows and all non porous surfaces including PVC , metals
and painted surfaces.
APPLICATION- By LAMBSWOOL ROLLER apply 2
coats (allowing first to tack off ). Apply generously to
achieve a minimum dry film thickness of 100 microns
(0.1mm). BY SPRAY with Airless spray using 17 thou tip
size and 2 box coats spray pressure 2500psi(150 Bar) Do not
apply in wet or freezing conditions and protect from rain
for 48 hours after application .
REPAIR - If the Spraylat film rips, the flap may be lifted
and resealed by applying a fresh wet coat to the underside

STORAGE - Shelf life 12 months. Store at temperatures
between 5°C-25°C.
DO NOT ALLOW LIQUID TO
FREEZE.
CLEAN DOWN - Clean brushes or rollers in water
immediately after use.
GENERAL NOTE: It is important that this product is thoroughly
evaluated under production conditions before being commercially
adopted (Such an evaluation should incorporate a reference to
ageing). The above recommendations are made in good faith for the
guidance of users and are without liability. Any queries should be
referred to our Technical Sales Department.
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